++ MICROLEARNINGS FOR TRAINERS AND TEACHERS IN VET ++

ALL OUR MICROLEARNINGS VIDEO CLIPS ARE ONLINE!
All our Microlearnings clips are currently available online! You can find them on our Homepage
www.microlearnings.eu
More than 100 exciting Microlearning video clips from 5 different topics:
ü Knowledge Transfer
You will learn how prepare apprentices for the training; how to motivate apprentices for optimal
results in companies; methods of knowledge transfer and how to use each correctly; how and
when implement e-learning; make sense and how different generations learn.
ü Leadership and Organisational Culture
You will learn and understand the meaning of an effective leadership and organisational culture;
about the organisational framework of employment; how to develop leadership and an
organisational culture and how to promote organisational values in apprentices.
ü Leadership and working with young generation
You will learn how to work with new generation’s perspective upon leadership, their values, needs
and expectations; how young people changed the organisational culture of companies; how to
communicate with young generation and how to develop their potential and talents; how to
establish a good working culture with them.
ü How to find and develop apprentices?
You will learn about the whole apprentices’ recruitment process from communication to the job
interview; how to create an inspiring working place to increase apprentices’ motivation and
competences.

ü Conflict and resolution in VET
You will learn about the main conflicts in VET systems with a strong focus on cyber mobbing and
social media; how to resolve the conflicts between apprentices in VET systems.
The training materials are composed of small learning units addressing a specific question within
the topic in video, audio clips and transfer materials. Each topic consists of 20-25 video/audio
clips of 1-3 minutes in length. All materials are available as a free on line educational resource in
4 languages (English, French, German and Polish).

Watch Mircolearnings here
Who should watch these Microlearnings? The primary target group are teachers and trainers
in Vocational and Educational Systems. But students as well can learn from this content.
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“Microlearnings for trainers and teachers in VET systems” is collaborative project of five partners from
Austria, France, Poland and the UK aimed at trainer/teachers as well as apprentices in VET systems.
This project is funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only
of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

